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His current structure is functional, with each lieutenant a specialist. The lieutenants fulfilled the tasks that
were assigned to them. Recommendation Robin has only one viable strategy. Statement of the Problem Robin
Hood personal crusade against the Sheriff. Motivation theory seeks to explain all kinds of motivated behavior
in different situations, including behavior in the organizations. Regarding the physical environment, the
current growth of the organization has created a large encampment that can be seen for miles, and is therefore
now a target for attack. It was evident from the story that Robin Hood needed to change his approach owing to
both internal and external factors. He could explore new means in which to create revenue other than a transit
tax which seems an unpopular choice and the current means of robbing rich merchants as they travel through
Sherwood Forest. If a transit tax is implemented Robin could lose the backing of the local farmers and village
people. Help the Merrymen find alternative career occupations. Resources II. The men were properly trained
to plan their robbery and skillful in their archery, however, the influxes of new recruits were beginning to
strain the reserves of the group as training and food was costly. If the vision and mission have to change,
Robin Hood must establish strategic objectives to operationalize the mission statement. If the case is discussed
after students have read Chapter 1, the instructor can ask students to identify what concepts apply from the
chapter. Communication and discipline is being broken down, table 3 below shows some options robin could
use and their SWOT analysis. To introduce students to the process of problem identification and potential
solution analysis that will be used in case discussions throughout the semester. Employ a harvest strategy to
maximize short-term cash flow. Robin should personally devote most of his time and effort to assisting the
barons gain King Richards release and making sure that the promise of amnesty is honored. If the organization
is still Robin's extension of a personal grudge, then displacing the Sheriff should be the primary mission of the
Merry Men. The rapid growth rate of Robin's organization is deplenishing the provisions available to them
within the forest. However, Robin Hood has identified a policy change to remedy this problem: to implement
a fixed transit tax in place of their confiscation of goods. Operations can be carried on in the countryside by
the autonomous subbands. The ultimate goal of the Merrymen is to set King Richard free, and to continue to
serve the farmers and townspeople through the inconvenience of the rich. Robins needs to make sure his own
personal grievances against the Sheriff, do not lose sight of his initial crusade or dont cloud his vision on what
is in the best interest of his Merry Men as a group. He must also identify the key stakeholders, broadening his
focus beyond his own private grudge to include the needs of the district, the region, or the nation. This
assumption, one that is often pervasive in successful organizations, may be unwarranted.


